
What’s  Wrong With This Picure? 

 

This is a drawing of a pretty far-fetched scenario of some risky horse activities. Take a look at the picture and see how many things you can find wrong. 

After you are done, check the answers to see if you found everything.  Did you find anything that is not on the list below? (you probably did!) 

 

  



 

  



Answers: (there are probably others!).  At least everyone is wearing a helmet (maybe those are hats??) 

1. Horse and rider galloping on beach, have become caught up in a kite. 

2. Horse out of control going down stairs/hill with rider barely hanging on. 

3. Handler trying to push horse up the stairs/hill from directly behind the horse. 

4. Riding 3-abreast along the road with a truck coming in the other direction.  There is a curve in the way, preventing the truck driver from seeing the horses and 

riders. 

5. Galloping down the road (much too fast for riding on pavement) in traffic behind a school bus, and with a car and baby stroller in the area. 

6.  Riding down the sidewalk directly at a baby stroller and adult. 

7.  Riding directly through the middle of tall grass or hedge. 

8.  Jumping over sheep. 

9. Out of control, jumped a barbed wire fence, rider fell off. 

10. Jumped a barbed wire fence and no trespassing sign. 

11.  Barbed wire around horses. 

12.  No trespassing sign.  Many people and horses are trespassing.  

 

  



If Horses Could Speak 
 

If the horses in the pictures could speak, what would they say? Can you assign the correct 
phrase to each picture?  Once you have assigned your phrase, you can check your answer. 
(note, this is not a Hippology station, there are more than 10 items to match, and it would take 
too long to fit into the 2 minute Hippology time limit; this is more like Hippology Problem 
Solving) 

 

A.  Hey buddy, I love you (like a brother)! 

B. I am enjoying a nice nap in the sunshine. 

C. Get out of my face, I do not like you, and I will bite if you do not back off! 

D. We are just a happy herd of horses looking at something interesting way off in the 
distance. 
 

E. This play fighting stuff sure is fun, but be careful not to hurt me please. 

F. Ohhh, I smell something…I think maybe it is a mare in heat.   

G. Stand right here, swish flies with me, and scratch my itchy spots!  Thanks dude! 

H. Our herd is moving together to get to new grazing or water, but we aren’t scared. 

I. I am going to chase you away right now, so you better start running.  

J. I am very curious about what is going on down there. 

K. I am just a baby, and I am no threat to you.  Hear me clacking my teeth? 

L. What the heck is going on?  I am really scared and upset by this new environment! 

M. Next time, I won’t miss when I kick at you.  Now leave me alone! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


